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Today I read one of the first reviews of Julie Powell’s Cleaving, the follow-up
to her enormously successful novel (and it’s film adaptation) Julie and
Julia. Even though it might seem that all I do is watch TV and flip
burgers, I do occasionally go to the theaters, and liked the Nora Ephron
film about the intersection of Julia Child and Powell’s original blog
project very much. Not a terribly manly thing to say, but it was a good
flick. Afterwards I punched myself in the face for an hour to restore order
and testosterone. In the case of the book, no punching was necessary.
J&J in its un-Ephronized original form was messy and human. The book
rambled on like a cross between a culinary student’s diary and restroom

wall poetry, which was a pretty entertaining combination. Cleaving follows Julie Powell as
she figures out what comes after celebrity and becoming a full-time author. The journey of
“what now?” finds her in upstate New York, learning the butcher’s trade. I’ve read a few
writers lately who become transfixed by butchery (notably Bill Buford in Heat). There
seems to be a heavily spiritual aspect to breaking down pigs. Not for me. I respect the
animal and thank it for giving its life to sustain humanity. I enjoy the beauty and delicacy of
seafood and love breaking down fish. Would I want to do it as a career? Maybe. Honestly,
though, if I became a massive success and wanted to find my next thing, there are a few
jobs I dream of pursuing to fill up my empty days and the long, windy nights testing the
very core of my soul. Here they are:

1. I’d like to throw things off of buildings. Maybe going to be a lowly assistant with Underwriter’s
Labs or Consumer Reports would be just the thing. I’d find the deeper meaning in chucking
toasters out of windows and hurling microwave ovens over the sides of the laboratory.

2. Padma Lakshmi’s biographer. If she wanted me to carry her bags, or push her baby around
in its carriage, I’d do those things, too.

3. I have always wanted to combine late night talk show comedy and televangelism.

4. Inventor of Banjo Hero.

Well, there you have four reasons why people like me don’t achieve great celebrity and wander the
earth in search of meaning. We’d only squander our enlightenment on Banjo Hero and exploding
kitchen appliances. Onward and Upward.
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